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Abstract In the Industry 4.0 vision, simulation is a core
technological discipline that helps to optimize industrial pro-
cesses such as laser sheet cutting. It is therefore relevant
to assess the applicability of FEA open software to simu-
late 2D heat transfer in metal sheet laser cuts. Application
of open source code (e.g. FreeFem++, FEniCS, MOOSE)
makes possible additional scenarios (e.g. parallel, CUDA,
etc.), with lower costs. However, a precise assessment is
required on the scenarios in which open software can be
a sound alternative to a commercial one. This article con-
tributes in this regard, by presenting a comparison of the
aforementioned freeware FEM software for the simulation
of heat transfer in thin (i.e. 2D) sheets, subject to a glid-
ing laser point source. We use the commercial ABAQUS
software as the reference to compare such open software.
A convective linear thin sheet heat transfer model, with and
without material removal is used. This article does not in-
tend a full design of computer experiments. Our partial as-
sessment shows that the thin sheet approximation turns to
be adequate in terms of the relative error for linear alumina
sheets. Under mesh resolutions better than 10−5 m, the open
and reference software temperature differ in at most 1% of
the temperature prediction. Ongoing work includes adaptive
re-meshing, nonlinearities, sheet stress analysis and Mach
(also called ’relativistic’) effects.
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Abbreviations

FEM/FEA: Finite Element Method / Finite Ele-
ment Analysis.

x, t: Coordinates describing the spatial
[x,y] and temporal t ≥ 0 domain of
the simulation ([m,m], s).

u = u(x, t): Temperature distribution along the
sheet at a given time (K).

ρ: Sheet metal density ( kg
m3 ).

cp: Sheet specific heat capacity ( J
kg·K ).

k: Sheet thermal conductivity ( W
m·K ).

R: Sheet reflectivity i.e., portion of the
laser energy that is not absorbed by
the sheet (0 ≤ R ≤ 1).

∆z: Sheet thickness (m).
q = q(u): Heat loss due to convection at the

sheet surface ( W
m2 ).

h: Natural convection coefficient of
the sheet surrounding medium
( W

m2·K ).
u∞: Temperature of the sheet surround-

ing medium (K).
S = S(x, t): Laser power density distribution

along the sheet at a given time ( W
m3 ).

P: Laser power (W ).
σ : Gaussian laser model’s parameter

(m).
x0 = x0(t): Laser spot 2D coordinates

[x0(t),y0(t)] at a given time
([m,m]).

v: Laser scanning speed ( m
s ).

ε: Kerf width of the laser (m).
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2 D. Mejia et al.

Fig. 1 Visual Computing challenges of Advanced Manufacturing and
Industrie 4.0 [1].

ure f = ure f (x, t): Reference temperature used to mea-
sure the relative error of a given
solution (K). This article consid-
ers the temperature distribution ob-
tained by the ABAQUS software as
reference.

E = E(x, t): Relative error distribution of a soft-
ware approximation w.r.t. ure f along
the sheet at a given time.

ME = ME(t): Maximum relative error of a soft-
ware temperature approximation
w.r.t. ure f at a given time.

1 Introduction

In the last years, the manufacturing landscape is adopting the
novel concepts presented under the Industry 4.0 tag [1]. The
technologies behind the Industry 4.0 concept allow manu-
facturers to introduce novel technologies and new relation-
ships across the whole product life cycle: from the very early
design stages, the production and the quality control till the
recycling. The information flux is not linear anymore, and
the feedback comprehension and reutilisation in earlier stages
of the production line will enable continuous improvement
and optimization of the processes.

In Fig. 1, the main concepts of the Industry 4.0 vision are
represented. Although most of the current literature focuses
on Big Data, Internet of Things, Robotics or Data Exploita-
tion, the Visual Computing is considered a key technology in
the new paradigm. Visual Computing encloses a variety of
interrelated disciplines: Computer Graphics, Computer Vi-
sion, Human-Machine Interaction and Simulation. In addi-
tion to this, Simulation is also considered part of the new

Fig. 2 Two worlds coming together: the physical world and the digital
world will converge in the Cyber-Physical world [2]

proposed technological framework supporting the transition
between the Physical World and the Cyber-Physical World
(Fig. 2) .

Simulation techniques can be applied to the industrial
scenario in several ways. Global optimisation techniques try
to find relationships and correlations between variables mea-
sured in the different sensors of the factories. The obtained
information is then used to foresee and predict the behaviour
of the factory, but also to support ’what-if’ scenarios. The
’what-if’ analysis is very important for the planning of the
long-term and mid-term activities in the factory by answer-
ing questions such as: ”what is the impact in the production
if the factory layout is modified to this one?” or ”what is the
impact in this specific machining center if we change the
laser head to a better technology?.

Answering such questions require knowing very precisely
the Physical World to transfer that knowledge to the Cyber
Physical World. In the Industry 4.0 framework, such virtual
representation of a real entity is envisioned as a ”Digital
Twin”. The idea behind this concept is to have a digital en-
tity that behaves exactly (or as closer as possible) as the real
entity (Fig. 3). It is important to remark that the expected
resemblance goes beyond the physical appearance. The be-
haviour and functioning of the digital twin is expected to
match the reality. But also, the interrelations and collabora-
tion between the digital twins are expected to be part of the
simulations.

In the industrial scenarios, the creation of digital twins
of production lines composed of a given number of moving
and connected machines (robotic arms, conveyors, etc.) is
taking off with software suites like Gazebo [3] or V-Rep [4].
The complex processes (like the machining processes) are
not normally considered and just kinematics of the moving
parts are replicated.

In the manufacturing scenarios, the simulation of the
machining processes provides measurable benefits for the
manufacturing industries, e.g., less wasted energy and re-
source, and enhanced workers’ safety. This work targets the
laser cutting processes of planar metal sheets. In a nutshell,
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Fig. 3 Digital Twins concept: a punching machine in a factory (left) and its digital twin (right).

this process involves a moving laser head over a metal sheet.
The laser beam heats up the targeted point at the sheet till it
burns, melts or evaporates. The success of the process de-
pends on the sheet thickness, the sheet physical parameters
and the laser parameters. The simulation of the process dur-
ing the edition, preparation and testing of the NC programs
to be sent to the laser machine provides a number of advan-
tages:

1. Optimal configuration of the laser parameters and trajec-
tories can be found without wasting machine time and
physical resources.

2. Risk reductions due to the early detection of behavioural
patterns and configurations that might produce accidents
in the machine

3. As a overall result, a performance increment of the pro-
duction line by reducing the non productive machine
times for testing the NC programs.

This article addresses the simulation of the heat transfer
phenomena in metal sheet laser cutting using different FEM
software. This machining process uses a high power laser to
melt the metal sheet and to produce the designed part. The
heat propagation has to be considered since a bad program-
ming or configuration of the laser parameters could damage
the metal sheet rendering useless the produced parts. A re-
view of the current literature in laser cutting simulation is
presented in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 presents the details of the exper-
iment and Sect. 4 presents and discusses the simulation re-
sults. Finally, Sect. 5 presents the conclusions and discusses
future work.

2 Literature review

A high power density laser locally stimulates the medium
(thin metal sheet, in this case) resulting in a high energy
input heating the irradiated zone. Ref. [5] studies the im-
pact of laser speed on the sheet temperature distribution by

running several simulations with different laser speeds. This
study was extended to other laser parameters (laser power
and spot size) in Refs. [6,7], quantifying the inverse effect
of laser speed and laser spot size on the sheet temperature.
Ref. [8] confirms the statistical significance of the impact
of these laser parameters on the resulting sheet temperature
using ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) tests.

The temperature distribution along the sheet in laser cut-
ting processes results in high temperature gradients near the
cutting zone. As a consequence, the thermal expansion suf-
fered by the sheet becomes significant and high stresses and
strains will affect the quality of the cut. Using thermal stress
analysis, Ref. [9] develops a fracture model that aims to pre-
dict failure of ceramic plates during laser cutting. Refs. [10,
11] combine microstructural analysis with thermal stress anal-
ysis in order to study the geometric behavior of the sheet
near the cut zone and Ref. [12] study sheet bending using
thermal stress analysis and validate the results with experi-
mental data. Experimental data for validation is usually ac-
quired using infrared thermometers (Ref. [6]) or thermocou-
ples (Refs. [10,11,13,14]) in the case of temperature mea-
suring at several sheet locations while SEM/EDX (Scanning
Electron Microscopy coupled with Energy Dispersive X-
Ray Spectroscopy) is used to extract the structural data at
the sheet surface (Refs. [5,10,11,13,14]).

Prediction of material melting is also an important ap-
plication of heat transfer analysis in laser cutting processes.
Ref. [14] studies the impact of the kerf size in the result-
ing temperature distribution demonstrating the importance
of material removal in the simulation scenario as results dif-
fer significantly from the non-removal of material approach.
Latent heat models can be incorporated to simulate the en-
ergy exchange during phase change (Refs. [10,11,13,14])
while temperature thresholds are usually defined in order to
remove mesh elements with higher temperature values from
subsequent timesteps (Refs. [9,15,16]).
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4 D. Mejia et al.

To simplify the laser cutting model, the aforementioned
approaches make several assumptions on the underlying phys-
ical phenomena happening at the sheet. These assumptions
may not hold during the cutting and more elaborated models
with complex interactions have been proposed to increase
prediction accuracies. Ref. [17] incorporates fluid dynam-
ics to study underwater laser machining and demonstrates
how this technique can improve the quality of the resulting
cut without affecting much the structural properties of the
sheet compared to standard laser machining techniques. Ref.
[18] proposes a coupled model which considers the interac-
tion between the laser, an assist gas and the melted material
on the sheet. This model proves to be superior in accuracy
against other models. However, coupling so many interac-
tions in the mathematical model becomes very expensive
computationally rendering this model near to useless in in-
dustrial applications.

Aside from FEM, other approaches have been also pre-
sented for simulation of the laser cutting process. Other nu-
merical alternatives such as the Finite Difference Method
(FDM, Refs. [19,20]) or the Boundary Element Method (BEM,
Refs. [21,22]) have been successfully implemented produc-
ing similar results to FEM. In addition, analytic models and
Artificial Intelligence (AI) models have been also proposed
(Refs. [23,24]). However, such analytic models impose a lot
of assumptions that limit the application on real case scenar-
ios and AI models limit the domain of the parameter values
while requiring a lot of experimental data for training.

2.1 Conclusions of the literature review

This article presents FEM simulations of the heat transfer
phenomena during the laser cutting process. Table 1 sum-
marizes the contributions of this manuscript against current
state of the art. Most of previous analysis for heat transfer in
laser cutting are usually conducted in commercial software
such as ABAQUS (Refs. [10–14]) ANSYS (Refs. ([6,7,15–
17]) or MSC. MARC (Ref. ([8]). The main contribution of
this manuscript in such topic consists of a comparison be-
tween a commercial software (ABAQUS) and several free-
ware FEM software: FreeFem++ (Ref. [25]), FEniCS (Ref.
[26]) and MOOSE (Ref. [27]). Comparison studies of FEM
software have been presented for some engineering appli-
cations such as Total Knee Replacement (TKR) Mechan-
ics [28] or the Intelligent Cross-linked Simulations (ICROS)
Method [29]. However, we have not seen such analysis in the
laser cutting literature.

In addition, instead of running 3D simulations we imple-
ment the 2D heat transfer model of laser cutting with con-
vection at the surface (Refs. [30,31]) for the simulations.
Such model can present some inaccuracies w.r.t. the real
phenomenon. Nevertheless, these inaccuracies tend to disap-
pear when the sheet thickness is relatively small which is a

Fig. 4 Scheme of the laser cutting model. A laser passes an amount of
energy S at a sheet location x0 while the surrounding medium cools the
sheet due to heat loss q by convection.

reasonable assumption for thin sheets. The results presented
in this article consider two scenarios where: i) there is not
material removal and ii) there is material removal. For the
latter scenario, the material removal process is classically
modelled by removing mesh elements with a temperature-
threshold approach (Ref. [9,15,16]). However, in this work
the material removal calculation is computed geometrically
as Boolean operations between the contours of the metal
sheet and the sweep of the moving laser beam that is rep-
resented as a vertical cylinder with a fixed diameter. This
process is iteratively performed to calculate the sheet geom-
etry at each timestep (Ref. [32]).

3 Methodology

Refs. [6–10,13,15–19,21,22] use a relativistic heat trans-
fer model (Ref. [33]) since the high relative speed of the
laser w.r.t. the sheet affects the heat transfer process. As a re-
sult, the relativistic model produces a temperature distribu-
tion that differs from the predicted temperature of the clas-
sic Fourier heat transfer model. However, we adapt the latter
model (classic Fourier) given that the relativistic model im-
poses a higher degree of implementation complexity in the
software used in this manuscript. Therefore, we assume that
heat transfer on a 2D metal sheet satisfies the following dif-
ferential equation (Ref. [30]):

ρcp
∂u
∂ t

−∇ · (k∇u) = S− q
∆z

(1)

The left side of Eq. (1) contains the energy interactions
inside the sheet (i.e. heat conduction) while the right side
of the equation contains heat sources (S) and sinks (q). An
scheme of the modeled phenomena is presented in Fig. 4.
The energy S absorbed by the sheet from the laser is mod-
eled following a gaussian distribution (Ref. [24]):

S =
P(1−R)
πσ2∆z

exp
(
−‖x−x0‖2

σ2

)
, (2)
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Appraisal of Open Software for Finite Element Simulation of 2D Metal Sheet Laser Cut 5

Table 1 Summary of this manuscript contributions w.r.t. current state of the art.

ID References Description Our approach
1 Refs. [6–8,10–17]. Simulation of laser cutting with commercial

software.
Comparison of freeware and commercial software for laser cut-
ting.

2 Refs. [28,29]. Comparison of FEM software for other en-
gineering applications (not laser cutting).

Comparison of FEM software for laser cutting.

3 Refs. [9,15,16]. Material removal using temperature thresh-
olds.

Material removal using Boolean operations between contours of
the metal sheet and the laser geometries (Ref. [32]).

Table 2 Parameter values for the laser sheet cutting simulation.

Parameter Value
ρ 3950 kg

m3

cp 780 J
kg·K

k 37 W
m·K

R 0
∆z 0.001m
h 20 W

m2 ·K
u∞ 293K
P 3500W
σ 0.0001m
v 0.1 m

s

Fig. 5 2D sheet model and laser arc trajectory in a given reference
frame.

and heat loss q due to natural convection at the sheet surface
is modeled by the Newton’s law of cooling:

q = h(u−u∞) (3)

Heat loss due to radiation at the surface is not consid-
ered. Neumann conditions at the sheet side boundaries are
considered adiabatic (i.e. no heat gain/loss at this bound-
aries) and the initial temperature distribution of the sheet is
taken as u(x,0) = u∞.

It is well known that Eq. (1) can be solved numerically
by FEM. Since the aim of this manuscript is to compare
the capabilities of different FEM software for solving this
problem, the thermal properties of the sheet ρ , cp and k are
assumed temperature-independent and no phase change is
considered. Table 2 presents the parameter values used in

Table 3 FEM software used to carry the simulations.

FEM Software Version Platform
FreeFem++ 3.40-2 Windows 64-bits
FEniCS 1.0.0 Windows 32-bits
MOOSE N/A Linux 64-bits (VMWare

Virtual machine on Win-
dows 64-bits)

ABAQUS 6.14 (Intel Com-
piler 16.0, Visual
Studio 2013)

Windows 64-bits

the FEM simulations. The chosen values model an alumina
tile heated by a CO2 laser and cooled by natural convection
from the surrounding air (Ref. [13]). The sheet dimensions
are taken as 0.008m width × 0.01m height. Fig. 5 depicts
the laser path in a given reference frame. The laser follows
an arc trajectory at constant speed (see table 2) during 0.04s
(which is also the time the complete simulation lasts).

Finally, two different approaches are considered to sim-
ulate the laser machining problem:

1. Non-removal of material: In this approach Eq. (1) is
solved using FEM while the same geometry is used from
start to end of the simulation. Therefore, the sheet keeps
heating in solid phase despite the high temperature that
should melt the material. This approach disagrees with
the real physical phenomena but allows a comparison of
the implemented numerical methods in each software.

2. Material removal: In this approach, elements of the mesh
are removed during FEM simulation timesteps accord-
ing to the laser trajectory as would occur in the real
laser machining process. However, instead of the classic
approach which removes elements by setting tempera-
ture thresholds on elements, the geometry of the sheet
is calculated with boolean operations between its con-
tours and the sweep of the moving laser beam defined
as a cylinder of a fixed diameter. Sect. 3.3 discusses this
approach in more detail.

3.1 FEM tools

Several freeware and commercial software are used to test
the capabilities and the robustness of the solution when sim-
ulating the laser cutting phenomena. Table 3 presents a list
of the software versions and platforms where the model is
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6 D. Mejia et al.

Fig. 6 Maximum temperature reached by the sheet against side size
of each squared element (log scale). The laser is pointed to the sheet
center during 10−4 s.

implemented. To compare the results between the different
software solutions, the relative error E is computed on the
whole sheet at a given time:

E(x, t) =
‖u(x, t)−ure f (x, t)‖

ure f (x, t)
, (4)

The reference temperature ure f is taken as the temperature
solution obtained by the ABAQUS software. In addition, the
maximum relative error ME is computed as follows:

ME(t) = max
x

{E(x, t)}, (5)

which measures the highest error on the sheet at each timestep.
This measure helps to verify experimentally if the solution
of the compared software is stable w.r.t. to the reference soft-
ware or if instead, the error keeps growing through time.

3.2 Problem discretization

In order to keep the simulation conditions as homogeneous
as possible between the different software tools, a uniform
grid of squared elements is used to discretize the sheet in
MOOSE and ABAQUS simulations. Since FreeFem++ and
FEniCS only work with triangular meshes, each squared el-
ement in the original grid is split into two right triangles for
the latter two software tools. Element sizes are critical in
laser machinig simulation since the localized high density
power source of the laser beam generates high temperature
gradients which cannot be adequately captured by coarse
meshes. Fig. 6 plots the maximum temperature achieved by
the sheet when the laser is irradiated at the center of the sheet
during 10−4 s. The sheet maximum temperature becomes
stable for element side sizes of 10−5 m and smaller sizes.
Therefore, this element size is chosen for the discretization

Fig. 7 Scheme used to simulate a timestep of the laser cutting process
considering material removal.

of the sheet in order to guarantee that the solution obtained
by the software is an accurate approximation of the analyti-
cal solution.

In addition, the time is discretized using an implicit finite
differences scheme. Each timestep lasts 10−3 s. It is reason-
able to fix a constant timestep in this case study since Eq. (1)
is linear under the previous assumption stating that thermal
properties of the sheet are temperature independent. Table 4
presents the numerical options used by each of the software
to approximate the solution to Eq. (1). The different software
provide a wide variety of values for such options. However,
we use the default values as it is the more straightforward
approach for the user at implementation time. The variable
t is integrated by a Backward Euler (implicit) scheme and a
Galerkin scheme for linear interpolation is used for integra-
tion of the variable x in all cases.

3.3 Material removal

To simulate material melting from the sheet, elements must
be removed from the discretized geometry at each timestep.
The most usual approach to do so consists of computing
the average temperature on each element and then remove it
from the mesh if it surpasses a given threshold (Refs. [9,15,
16]). Obviously this task requires additional time resources
and can become computationally expensive when simulat-
ing manufacturing scenarios.

Instead of the usual approach, a radius threshold from
the laser spot location can be set if the kerf size is known.
This corresponds to removing elements inside a ball of ra-
dius ε

2 centered at x0. Therefore, for each timestep 3 actions
must be taken: (i) update the last step solution (temperature
and geometry), (ii) solve heat equation for current timestep
and (iii) remove sheet material. Fig. 7 illustrates this sim-
ulation approach from a given timestep. For simplification
purposes, the kerf width is taken as ε = 2σ . The material re-
moval process is calculated by substracting the sweep of the
moving laser beam from the sheet representation (Ref. [32]).
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Table 4 Numerical schemes used for approximating Eq. (1) in each software.

FEM Software Element type Element integration Linear solver
FreeFem++ Triangle (linear) Gaussian quadrature Sparse LU decomposition
FEniCS Triangle (linear) Linear interpolation Sparse LU decomposition
MOOSE Square (Bi-linear) Gaussian quadrature Preconditioned Jacobian-Free Newton-Krylov (PJFNK)
ABAQUS Square (Bi-linear) Bi-linear interpolation Sparse Gaussian elimination

Fig. 8 Temperature distribution without material removal at t = 0.04s
obtained by ABAQUS.

The resulting contours are converted into the mesh files for
the FreeFem++ and ABAQUS solvers.

4 Results and discussion

This section presents and discusses the simulation results
obtained by the different FEM software. Results for the non-
removal of material case are presented in Sect. 4.1 and re-
sults for the material removal case are presented in Sect. 4.2.

4.1 Results without material removal

Fig. 8 plots the temperature distribution on the sheet after the
laser has drawn the trajectory depicted in Fig. 5 at t = 0.04s.
A maximum temperature of ≈ 22000K is achieved exactly
where the laser spot is located at such timestep and the laser
trail on the sheet has been slightly cooled due to convection.
The arc trajectory aims to resemble real laser machining pro-
cesses where the laser trajectory is nonlinear and does not
allow simplification through a symmetry axis which is ex-
ploited by other laser cutting analysis in the literature (e.g.
[6–10,13,15–19,21,22]).

Fig. 10 Maximum relative error evolution of the temperature field
through time for the freeware software w.r.t. ABAQUS.

Fig. 9 plots the relative error distribution of the freeware
software (FreeFem++, FEniCS, MOOSE) solutions w.r.t. the
ABAQUS solution shown in fig. 8. The FreeFem++ and FEn-
iCS solution show a similar error distribution pattern while
the MOOSE solution plots a very different pattern. These
patterns behaviors is mainly associated to the elements used
to compute the solution since FreeFem++ and FEniCS used
the same triangular elements while MOOSE used squared
elements as shown in table 4. In all the cases the error is
concentrated at the laser spot, followed by the laser trail
and the cutting front respectively. Of course, this error distri-
bution is expected as the implementation of the integration
scheme (e.g. linear interpolation or interpolation by quadra-
ture) at each element differs between software introducing
approximation differences at the high temperature gradient
zones. In addition, numerical errors also arise due to the lin-
ear solver used by each software. Fig. 10 plots the maximum
relative error evolution through the simulation for the differ-
ent software tools. The maximum error is at tolerable lev-
els (ME < 0.3%) and stays stable regardless the software.
MOOSE solution displays a better performance (less error)
w.r.t. ABAQUS. Again, this may be due to the fact that the
elements used in MOOSE and ABAQUS simulations are the
same while FreeFem++ and FEniCS employ different ele-
ments.
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8 D. Mejia et al.

Fig. 9 Relative error distribution of the temperature field obtained by FreeFem++, FEniCS and MOOSE respectively w.r.t. ABAQUS result at
t = 0.04s.

4.2 Results with material removal

Following the methodology described in Sect. 3.3, Fig. 11
presents the temperature distribution on the sheet at t = 0.04s.
In this case, the material melted by the laser is removed in
the simulation. As a consequence, the maximum tempera-
ture achieved considering material melting (≈ 12000K) is
significantly lower than the maximum temperature achieved
without the material removal approach (≈ 22000K, Fig. 8).
This difference illustrates the importance of material removal
in laser machining simulations since melted elements that
are not removed accumulate heat which will propagate through
conduction to the non-melted zones, resulting in an overes-
timation of the temperature.

Fig. 12 plots the relative error distribution of the temper-
ature computed by the FreeFem++ software w.r.t. the ABAQUS
result (Fig. 11) considering material removal. In this case
the maximum error concentrates at the cutting front which
does not surpasses the 0.5%. Fig. 13 plots the maximum rel-
ative error evolution of the FreeFem++ temperature distribu-

tion w.r.t. the ABAQUS solution with material removal. The
maximum relative error ME is stable and does not exceeds
the 1.2%. As discussed before, this error is mainly due to
differences in the integration schemes and numerical solvers
as well as the type of elements used by each software.

Fig. 14 presents the error distribution of the temperature
computed by FreeFem++ w.r.t. ABAQUS temperature for
a coarse mesh (10−4 m× 10−4 m element size). For coarse
meshes, both software tools compute very different temper-
ature distributions as the error reaches levels of≈ 28%. Sim-
ulation results in this case are very different from the real
world scenario since the integration schemes for each ele-
ment cannot approximate accurately the laser effects. This
result reaffirms the importance of the mesh resolution in
laser machining simulations as seen in Fig. 6.
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Appraisal of Open Software for Finite Element Simulation of 2D Metal Sheet Laser Cut 9

Fig. 11 Temperature distribution with material removal at t = 0.04s
obtained by ABAQUS.

Fig. 12 Relative error distribution of the FreeFem++ temperature field
result (with material removal) w.r.t. ABAQUS result at t = 0.04s.

5 Conclusions

This article presented a comparison of FEM simulation re-
sults of sheet laser cutting obtained by the different software
tools: FreeFem++, FEniCS, MOOSE and ABAQUS. For the
comparison, a 2D classic heat transfer model was used to
allow a nonlinear (arc) laser trajectory. In addition, the ther-
mal properties of the sheet were considered independent of

Fig. 13 Maximum relative error evolution of the temperature field
(with material removal) through time of FreeFem++ solution w.r.t.
ABAQUS solution.

Fig. 14 Relative error distribution of the temperature field (with ma-
terial removal) obtained by FreeFem++ w.r.t. ABAQUS result at t =
0.04s for a coarse mesh.

the temperature. Two study cases were tested: (i) laser cut-
ting simulation without material removal and (ii) laser cut-
ting simulation with material removal. For the latter one,
the material removal process was geometrically computed
as Boolean operations between the sheet’s contours and the
sweep of the moving laser beam, defined as a cylinder of
fixed diameter. Fig. 15 presents a preliminary integration of
the FEM simulation results in the laser cutting simulator.

Under an adequate meshing, the simulation results thrown
by the freeware software didn’t differ much from the refer-
ence (ABAQUS) result, with an error below 0.3% for the
non-removal of material case and 1.2% for the material re-
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10 D. Mejia et al.

(a) Laser cutting simulator. (b) Cutting simulator integrated with
the FEM solution.

Fig. 15 Integration of the FEM results in the machining cutting simu-
lator. a) the laser beam cuts geometrycally the metal sheet. b) a isomet-
ric 3D view of the metal sheet textured with the FEM results instead of
the metal texture shown in a).

moval case. The error also proved to be stable through time
which guarantees accuracy of the results for the transient
problem regardless the FEM tool used. A coarse mesh com-
parison also was presented resulting in an error close to 27%.
The increase in the error measured is due to the difference
between integration schemes between software implementa-
tions which approximate the heat source (laser) inside each
element. This error increase indirectly illustrates the impor-
tance of the mesh resolution size in the accuracy of the ob-
tained solutions as they tend to converge to the same solution
when the mesh becomes denser.

5.1 Ongoing work

The temperature independence assumption of the sheet phys-
ical properties may not be an adequate assumption in the
laser machining process since the high temperature changes
could arise significant changes in such physical properties.
Ongoing work addresses this problem by considering ma-
terial nonlinearities. By linear interpolation of the thermal
properties and selective time stepping, Eq. (1) can be solved
by an iterative solver.

In addition, mesh resolution has proven to be a key factor
for obtaining accurate results. Therefore, dynamic adaptive
re-meshing or multiresolution techniques (e.g. [34]) should
be accounted for simulation of bigger (spatial and time) do-
mains. Future work also aims to couple the heat equation
with a strain/stress model to analyse the structural changes
of the sheet due to thermal effects.

Finally, a relativistic heat transfer model (Ref. [33]) takes
into account the effect of the relative high speed of the laser
source w.r.t. the sheet as well as the inclusion of a heat trans-
fer speed bound which becomes significant with high tem-
perature gradients according to the theory of relativity. Im-
plementation of such model could therefore provide a more
accurate prediction of the temperature field on the sheet while

allowing a better understanding of the underlying physical
phenomena.
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